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Van der Heijden
Story of the Brand

The story of Van Der Heijden Yachts starts in 1993 when Ronald Van Der Heijden terminates his job as

propulsion engineer at the Royal Dutch Navy to start his yard for luxury yachts. Since then this still

privately owned yard created an impressing track record of building over 400 yachts for satisfied clients all

over the world. Distinctive of VDH Yachts is the synergy of practical experience and expert knowledge that

results in an unparalleled performance. Added up with a leading state-of-art styling, VDH will deliver you a

custom or semi-custom yacht that is truly different from anything else and which meets the highest of

standards. VDH Yachts will make you the biggest promise and keeps it. This is how we stay one decisive

step ahead.

Promise

Building up to 45 meter yachts means making

great promises. From planning the handover to

quality level, from performance to durability.

Yacht building, especially custom yacht building,

equals great challenges with regards to

unforeseen challenges, changes of mind and

even appearing opportunities. But that will not

slow us down. In fact, it inspires us. Every day, the

VDH team gets up in the morning with one thing

on their minds: keeping the promise we made. 

Design

VDH has always been ahead in yacht design. Not

only what you see, but also below the water line.

Creating not only new stunning lines, but also

better, faster and more stable and efficient hulls.

We will always translate a customers’ demand

into a concept that is truly balanced and

differentiating. In this way a VDH yacht will stay

being a most valuable asset over the decades to

come. Both financially as emotionally.

Performance

We also keep our promises when it comes to

performance. When we promise you a certain

speed of the craft, we will deliver it. Guaranteed.

But there is more to performance than just

speed. Your VDH yacht will perform in comfort,

efficiency, sailing, durability and luxury as we

have agreed with you. You can raise the bar on

any of these fields as high as you prefer, we will

match it with performance. As our motto is that

promises are there to be kept…



Configuration

Anti Fouling: White

Waterline: Blue

Hull: Flag Blue

Transom: Snow White

Hips: Snow White

Deck: Black Caulk

Structure: Blue Striping

Post: Snow White

Canopy: Blue Striping

Radar Arch: Snow White
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Personal Yacht
My Exclusive Deluxe 1500
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Intro
Classical Elegance

The Exclusive DeLuxe is the model which expresses the heritage of VDH at it's best. She is given classical

lines, but at the same time the Exclusive DeLuxe is very much in touch with yacht designing of the future.

This perfect balance conveys an intense feeling of classical elegance when sailing your favourite waters.

On the Exclusive DeLuxe, your holidays will always be relaxing. It is the trusted VdH quality, the ease of

sailing the yacht, the comfort of the space that makes this happen. Every detail on the yacht is carefully

thought through by our designers and is serving your pleasant stay on board. Enjoy its elegance and

relax…

• Designed with years of Dutch yacht building experience

• Designed on CE classification A, ocean-going             

• Twin engine

• Up to 40 knots
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Specials
Create your own

The Exclusive DeLuxe already breathes exclusivity and elegance. Together with you we make it the yacht

that also breathes the precise spirit you pursue in a yacht.

At VDH we take our time to get to know you and what you're looking for in a perfect yacht. For the interior

we use the finest timber to your liking. Do you have specific wishes with regards to the installation? We

build it in for you, provided it is technically feasible and does not compromise quality. We gladly team up

with you to see you sail yet another VDH.

• Motorisation and installation upon customers’ wishes

• More interior styles possible
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Interior
Living in style

The interior of the Exclusive DeLuxe is spacious enough to invite your friends for a day’s sailing. If needed

there is a guest cabin for their comfort on a longer trip. VDH has developed an interior that makes you and

your guests feel at home in an instant.  

The proven layout offers you everything you need. From the master cabin to the galley, all is designed with

an eye for ergonomics, so that we are certain that it makes you feel comfortable. Opening the French

doors from the main salon to the open cockpit creates a large and comfortable crossover space when the

weather allows it. The Exclusive deLuxe is very much fit for all seasons sailing. 

• Featuring luxurious French doors
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Exterior
Complete balance

Classical lines with a distinctive design. The features of this elegant VDH Exclusive DeLuxe are eminent.

From the pronounced axe bow, the lines of this yacht flow smoothly to the stern. It shows complete

balance in form and function.

The aluminium hull, formed and welded by the professional craftsmen at the VDH shipyard, offers a sturdy

and safe base for your pleasure. The lounge seat at the stern gives you and your crew pure enjoyment.

Luxuriating in soft cushions, while nipping a glass of cooled white wine together with your loved ones. Can

life get any better? 

• State-of-art axe bow

• Open cockpit

• Available from 15 meters
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Contact
Do you have any questions? Feel free to
contact us. We'd love to hear from you!

Van der Heijden Yachts
Duikerweg 29
5145 NV Waalwijk
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0) 416 65 19 06
Fax. +31 (0) 416 35 53 44
info@vdhyachts.nl

mailto:info@vdhyachts.nl

